
   DESCRIPTION    

The double pot pearl tea roasting machine is suitable for the frying and processing of spiral
tea leaves. By high temperature and a shovel in the pot, the tea leaves are dried one by one
and fried into spiral shapes. Suitable for various kinds of tea, also can be made black tea.
Full-automatic temperature control system and hot air distribution system ensure that the
hot and humid air in the pot is removed in time to ensure the bright color of the tea.

   ADVANTAGE    

1. This machine is suitable for tea drying operation and bead molding process. The fried tea
strips are firm and firm, the forming effect is good, and the color is green;
2. The double pot is made by precision casting, the shape of the pot body is even and
smooth, and the swing arm and the pot body are evenly bonded, which is advantageous for
forming the tea leaves, reducing the rate of broken tea and effectively increasing the forming
speed;
3. Adopt automatic temperature control, the temperature of the pot is even, and the drying
effect of tea leaves is good.

   SPECIFICATION 
  

Double-Pot Roasting Machine specification list:

Model DL-6CSG-50
Dimensions (L*W*H) 1800×800×1050 mm

Voltage 380/50 V/Hz
Heating element Heating wire

Total heating power 7.6 kw
Heating element group 2

Swing arm motor
power 0.75 kW

Rotating speed 1400 r/min
Rated voltage 380 V

Fan motor
power 0.15 kW

Rotating speed 1400 r/min
Rated voltage 220 V

Number of woks 2
Swing arm speed grade 3 files adjustable

Wok diameter 500 mm
Capacity Per Pot Per Time 3-4 kg

If you have special need, it can be customized according to the needs of customers.

   PHOTOS    

https://www.delijx.com/product/double-pan-2-pot-pearl-type-tea-roast-shaping-machine-dl-6csg-50-samll-black-green-tea-manufacturing-processing-machine-price
https://www.delijx.com/product/double-pan-2-pot-pearl-type-tea-roast-shaping-machine-dl-6csg-50-samll-black-green-tea-manufacturing-processing-machine-price








   CONTACT    

If you are interested in this product, please contact us to get the
price.

↑ ↑ Click the icon to get the latest price directly ↑ ↑

https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=+8618120033767&text=I want know the price of this product : DL-6CSG-50
https://m.me/Shayehuangteamachinery


↓ ↓  You can also leave your contact information at the bottom.
We usually contact you in about 10 minutes ↓ ↓


